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From Molecular Cores to Planet Forming Disks 

Cores to Disks 

c2d 

A Spitzer Space Telescope Legacy Survey 



•  One of the original six Spitzer legacy surveys 
•  IR imaging (3.6 – 160 microns) of 5 large, nearby molecular clouds, ~100 isolated dense 

cores, >150 wTTS 
•  IR spectroscopy (5 – 40 µm) of selected targets (some selected after imaging) 
•  Complementary data at optical and (sub)mm wavelengths 
•  Follow evolution from starless cores to planet-forming disks: 

The c2d survey 
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–  Are starless cores truly starless? 
–  How quickly do young stars move through the evolutionary sequence? 
–  At what rates are nearby regions forming new stars? 
–  Where do young stars form (spatial and environment)? 
–  How do disk properties (and presence) evolve with time? 
–  How does the chemical composition of dust and ices in young (proto)stellar systems evolve? 

(see talk by Ewine van Dishoeck: “Dust, ice, and gas: from c2d and DIGIT to ALMA” 

The c2d survey 



c2d Science Results 



Are Starless Cores Truly Starless? 



Are Starless Cores Truly Starless? 

Enoch et al. (2010), Dunham et al. (2011) 

Chen et al. (2010), Pineda et al. (2011), Schnee et al. (2012),  
Chen et al. (2012), Pezzuto et al. (2012), Murillo & Lai (2013), Huang & Hirano (2013) 



How Quickly do Young Stars Move Through the 
Evolutionary Sequence? 



Where do Young Stars Form? 

Bressert et al. (2010) 



Where do Young Stars Form? 



How Do Disks Evolve? 

Cieza et al. (2007) 
Merin et al. (2010) 

Williams & Cieza (2010) 

Slide Courtesy N. Evans 



How Do Disks Evolve? 



The Legacy of c2d 



Science Legacy 
>75 papers 

Star formation rates (and comparison to ex-gal relations), stellar mass assembly process, chemical 
inventory of star-forming regions, brown dwarf formation, dust properties and evolution, ... 



Science Legacy 
A true Legacy dataset 

Many ancillary datasets with lasting significance 
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A true Legacy dataset 

Many ancillary datasets with lasting significance 



People Legacy 
>10 PhDs 

Many key steps in data processing and science analysis led by students 

Excellent example of how to maximize productivity from a large team 

Long-lasting personal and professional connections 






